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About

Ben Markoch is a Graphic Designer from Charlotte, North Carolina. He enjoys traveling,  

cycling, reading, learning different languages, and golfing, amongst other things. He  

obtained his degree in Graphic Design from NC State University, where he was also a 

member of the University Honors Program and the Marching Band. In 2015, he lead the  

rebrand of the Institute for Emerging Issues, an organization devoted to bettering the 

state of North Carolina through public policy and community action. He has worked  

with the Traditions Commission to design NC State’s The Brick as well as with the  

Graphic Design Department at Campus Enterprises, designing materials that  

students see on campus every day. Outside of the University, he has worked with  

local and international institutions on projects involving branding, user experience,  

educational, and visual interface design. 

As part of his work and studies, he has travelled abroad throughout Europe, Canada,  

and South America. His research interests include ethnography, communication, and  

the psychology of language, and he’ll be sure to say Ciao! when he sees you around!
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Working Philosophy

In a world where design is constantly changing, adapting, and expanding to other platforms and services, meaning is 

key. Now more than ever, the ability of the designer to successfully share and tell meaningful stories across a variety 

of different mediums, languages, and cultures is of upmost importance.

I do not only consider myself as a designer, but also as a storyteller, as a translator, and as an educator, working to 

share information with the world around me in new and interesting ways. Every person, culture, and subject has a 

unique set of traits and values that contribute to its personality and its interelation with the other people, cultures, 

and subjects around it. In exploring these traits, we can better understand what makes each subject unique, and, in 

turn, what links them all together. My role as a designer is to explore and learn from these connections, to bring out 

the unique aspects of every individual’s story, and to turn their ideas into meaningful experiences and realities. 

My work seeks to bring people of all backgrounds together over authentic, 
unique, and exciting ideas through thought-provoking design solutions.
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Neurun

Top 50 Most Innovative Company of 2017 

HYPE FOUNDATION

User Interface, User Experience, 
Brand, Web

Neurun is a brand, mobile app, and web  
platform with a mission to create new  
technologies that bring mind and body  
together in order to explore and enhance 
the ways positive mental health affects  
physical fitness.

Ben worked with Paradigm and with CEO 
Cade Netscher in order to redefine his idea for 
a race-day preparation platform. Beginning 
with a User Experience sprint and continuing  
onward with User Research, Testing,  
Wireframing, and full mobile, web, and brand 
Visual Design, the team was able to bring 
his original company evaluation (at 750k) 
to 4 million in just three months as well as 
help him win an additional $250k grant from 
Disney. Ben and Neurun are continuing to 
work together to refine and improve Neurun’s 
platform and are currently ideating  
possibilities for AI in the health &  
fitness sphere.  

    

Your race starts here
App User Flow

20/4/2017

Loading Screen Login Main Screen Login Screen

Gallery Item Expand

More Login Options Featured Events Screen Featured Search Overlay

Explore Map Screen Explore List Screen Saved Screen Profile Main Screen Settings Main Screen Event Overview ScreenEvent Register Overlay

Create Account 1 Create Account 2 Create Account 3

Map Expand Profile Secondary Screen Settings Secondary ScreenExplore Search Overlay Event Preview

In-Race Full

In-Race Minimal

Map Expand Overlay

Saved Search Overlay Event Updates Screen Event Updates Screen Event FAQ Screen

User Flow Notes:

For every connection between 
screens save for the connection 
between the Profile Main Screen  
and the Login Screen (marked in 
gray), assume that the user can 
navigate both forward to the next 
connected screen and backward to 
the previously connected screen.  
In the case of the Profile Main 
Screen, the user may only navigate 
from that screen to the Login Screen 
upon tapping the "logout" button. 

Screens including "overlay" in their 
name (i.e. all search pages) should 
be accessible from their previously 
connected screen via a button (the 
search area).  

Screens outlined in dotted lines are 
screens assumed to be created by 
the developer.

*Please note that the order screens 
are presented in this document 
does not necessarily reflect their 
order or positioning in the app .

P.  34

PROMOTIONAL

BRAND GUIDELINES—OCT.  2017

Jersey Water Bottle Drawstring Bag

*These items should not be considered as final designs, but as brand examples.  

Drawstring Bag

P.  16

SPECIAL USE CASES

In certain situations, the logo mark may appear 
on its own, such as when used on Neurun apparel, 
running gear, promotional items, or on social 
media channels in profile pictures or posts.

BRAND GUIDELINES—OCT.  2017

DOWNLOAD THE APP
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The Institute for Emerging 
Issues

Organization Rebrand, Marketing,
Print & Digital Conference Materials

I joined the communications team at the 
Institute for Emerging Issues (IEI) as a 
Graphic Designer during the beginning of  
the summer of 2015. IEI is the largest public 
policy organization in North Carolina, 
working for the future of the state by 
engaging local communities in discussions 
and workshops focused on a variety of  
different issue areas including education, 
healthcare, the environment, and 
the economy. 

In my role as a designer, I lead the rebrand  
of the Institute, which previously lacked 
central branding guidelines. The new brand 
was used to create a range of print, digital, 
and interactive materails for advertising, 
marketing, and outreach purposes. These 
brand guidelines were also used in the 
creation of materials for the 31st Annual 
Emerging Issues Forum, “FutureWork,“  
a state-wide event featuring over a 
thousand attendees, speakers from all over 
the world, and several North Carolina  
governors and policy-makers. The materials 
ranged from name tags, program booklets, 
and banners, to wayfinding, large digital 
screens, and animations. 



K E L V I N
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Kelvin

New Visual Language, Iconography, 
Multi-Platform Interactive System 

Kelvin introduces a new visual language for 
understanding the weather: one that makes it 
easier to understand and more relatable to you, 
regardless of your weather knowledge level.  
Kelvin clarifies the forecast by focusing on 
qualitative meteorological data, integrating 
adaptive behavioral technology, and  
re-introducing the weather caster to the  
digital world in order to promote an improved 
awareness and understanding of the weather 
as it occurs in every-day life. 

The idea for Kelvin came from a series of 
discussions between myself and Greg Fishel, 
the lead meteorologist at WRAL in Raleigh, 
North Carolina, USA.

Due to an overwhelming amount of available 
weather data and a lack of professional 
perspective, people are misunderstanding 
the weather data they are given. These 
misunderstandings have lead to problems 
ranging in severity from delayed shipments  
to loss of human life.

Combatting these weather understandings 
took three main steps: 

1) Identifying the types of information that  
people misunderstand most commonly (and 
why they misunderstand them); 2) Defining a 
user group; and 3) Developing a solution that 
works to prevent these misunderstandings 
from occurring and provides users with 
something they don’t already have.
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Module

SXSW Accelerator Pitch Deck Finalist

Branding, Web, Interactive

Module reimagines the way people live by  
designing homes that are built to adapt to 
their owners’ needs as they change and grow.

My role with Module stemmed from a  
connection between myself and co-founder 
Brian Gaudio on a previous project, Within 
Formal Cities. Brian approached me at the 
beginning of this project, when Module was 
still an idea, in order to develop the compa-
ny’s brand, visual style, and voice. Through 
a series of brand-focused meetings, market 
research, and design iterations, I developed 
the logo, color palette, branding guidelines, 
presentation template, illustrative elements, 
and website for the housing-based company. 
Most recently, Module was recognized as a 
SXSW Accelerator Pitch Event Finalist.

Complete List of branded materials includes:

 – Logo
 – Color Palette
 – Brand Illustrations and Graphics
 – Branding Guidelines Booklet
 – Business Cards
 – Social Media Materials
 – Website
 – SXSW Pitch Deck
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Morning Brew

Brand Identity, Email Newsletter, 
Digital Ads, Web

Morning Brew approached me to redesign 
their logo and email newsletter after the 
email-newsletter business realized that in 
order to appeal to a broader audience, they 
needed to have a visual brand that was more 
modern and more gender neutral.

Starting with precedent research and brand 
mood boards, I worked to design a new visual 
identity for the email newsletter that would 
be more scalable, more modern, and would 
better reflect the values of Morning Brew’s 
target audience.

I delivered a redesigned visual identity for 
Morning Brew that made it more accessible 
and implemented the new brand in a new 
daily newsletter design and a series of digital 
ads that helped the business gain more  
readers and grow in influence. The brand 
styleguide can be used in any future  
situation to help Morning Brew’s team design 
more unified content to further the business’ 
mission and goals.

Post rebrand, Morning Brew was able to grow 
their readership to nearly 1 million in the 
span of just 1 year. Now, they’re continuing 
their work and expanding their brand by  
developing new newsletters for specific  
topic areas and audiences.

Brand Mood Boards Final Mark

Digital Ads

Landing  Page

Style Guide

Redesigned Newsletter

Logo Ideation
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WebAssign Guru

Online Education Platform

The Guru is a web-based interactive  
education platform created as part of the 
GD400 Graphic Design studio at the NC State 
College of Design. Myself and my design  
partner McCall Cox conducted  background 
research on web-based education platforms 
and engaged in user testing to identity 
issues with the services currently available. 
What we found was that, amongst other 
design problems, all services left their users 
feeling unsatisfied in regards to the amount 
of feedback they received (on their work, 
their responses to questions, and overall 
progress throughout their course). Using the 
motivation to improve the amount of feed-
back online education software could give 
to its users as a guide, we came up with the 
idea of the “guru“ : an ultimate guide, tutor, 
book-keeper, coach, and pep-talker who is 
always there when you need them to be.  
We then took this concept and personified  
it through our redesign of a current popular 
online-education tool.

The Guru works to bring online education 
out of the digital-onlyrealm and make it a 
fun and seamless experience for students. 
Users have access to their online course at 
any time, through their computer, or on their 
mobile device. The Guru will send them  
alerts and notifications reminding them 
when assignments are due or when tests  
are approaching, and can even offer a  
helping hand within assignments, identifying 
tricky-topics for smarter studying. 
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Liger

Brand Identity, User Interface, Web 

The brand identity for Liger is associated 
with the start-up of the same name, realized 
by entrepreneurs Kelsey Smart and Brice 
Barnett. Although never fully developed, the 
concept driving Liger was the idea to 
create an app that would serve as a top-notch 
source for city dwellers searching for new 
products and businesses (a news/
instagram hybrid, if you will) in their area. 
These businesses ranged in variety from 
restaurants and bars with new menu  
items or specials to new boutiques and 
public events.  

The app allowed for users to designate their 
interests, tap into local news stories, and 
curate a list of recommendations based  
on development in their area.

Liger’s new visual identity (a redesign of  
an earlier brand mark) was based on the 
victorian-exploration-era style — vintage 
graphics, victorian illustrations, and posh, 
gentlemanly-like language. The logo mark 
itself was taken more directly from the 
animal that the start-up was named after, 
featuring the distinctive marks of both the 
lion (in the mane) and the tiger (represented 
by the stripes).            

Original Logo (Pre-Design) Final Redesigned Mark Mobile App Wireframes

Proposed Redesign Samples
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StarVenture

Interactive Learning Application
& Branding Campaign

StarVenture is a prototype interactive 
educational app that helps users learn about 
the night sky. Unlike other astronomy-based 
apps, StarVenture isn’t just an interactive 
sky-map. It includes a series of lessons, 
quizzes, games, and other interactive 
activities that teach users about the 
principles and foundations of astronomy as 
a study, using their imaginations as guides. 
The interface has been crafted to look more 
handmade than futuristic, reinforcing the 
idea that user input and inspiration is just  
as important as the actual material.

To advertise the app to the public, the brand 
campaign What do you see? was launched. 
The campaign consisted of a range of 
printed materials (from milk cartons to 
placemats!) that featured blank star maps 
that users could draw on. By taking pictures 
of their own constellations, users could 
upload them to a mini-site and share their 
ideas and stories with other users around the 
world. As a way to bring these people together 
in the physical environment, the campaign 
also included a series of community-based 
star watching workshops for both amateurs 
and professionals alike.
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The Brick

A Tradition Keeper, Printed Book

The Brick is a book given to every incoming 
student at NC State University, dedicated to 
preserving and sharing NC State’s traditions, 
customs, and pastimes. The book contains 
advice from students, faculty, and staff 
for newcomers to the University, as well as 
information about NC State clubs, initiatives, 
and organizations. The cover, as well as much 
of the interior theme, is designed to emulate 
one of NC State’s biggest campus landmarks, 
the Brickyard, and icons inside the book draw 
from university mascots and symbols.



C A M P U S  E N T E R P R I S E S
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Campus Enterprises

Marketing, Advertisement, Physical 
Installation, Cartography, Digital

Throughout 2014 and 2015, I worked as a 
Graphic Designer for the marketing team at 
Campus Enterprises, an organization that 
manages several different departments at NC 
State University. These comprise the NC State 
Bookstore, University Dining, University  
Student Centers, Lonnie Poole Golf Course, 
Rave! Event Services, and Trademark  
Licenses, among several others. As part of 
the marketing team, I had the opportunity to 
design a variety of different materials in both 
print and digital, including posters, flyers, 
window and wall installations, gift cards, 
banners, newsletters, and maps for use 
around campus. 
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For More

On the web:

benmarkoch.com

LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/in/benmarkoch

Medium:

medium.com/@benmarkoch
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benmarkoch.com


